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As a spin off of an OECD Workshop on pork quality held in Helsinki in 1992, a group of scientists with many years of experience in 
the field of meat quality assessment convened in 1993,1994 and 1995 in Kulmbach at the German Federal Centre for Meat Research 
under the auspices of the OECD research project „Management of Biological Resources,,. Three specific areas were discussed and 
published: water-holding capacity (Barton-Gade et al, 1993), tenderness (Chrystall et al. 1994) and colour of meat ( Cassens et al. 
1995), in order to develop internationally accepted reference methods. After long discussions the versions were brought into their 
final form in the autumn of 1997 and are in press ( Honikel 1998).

Despite many efforts over the years, there is still little consensus regarding methods of measuring physical quality characteristics of 
meat. But standardisation of methods is essential, if investigations carried out by different groups is to be directly comparable. Thus 
some agreement should be made regarding methods of measuring physical quality characteristics in meat. The lack of standard 
measurement is in contrast to accepted methods of chemical components of meat. In considering reference methodology it was 
recognized that evalutions of physical characteristics like water-holding capacity, tenderness and colour of meat could be applied fcr 
at least three different reasons:
• a)As a quality assurance (QA) tool, within a processing operation,
• b)As an assessment of the effectiveness of production and processing treatments, where there may be an interest in being able 

to compare results between laboratories or countries,
• c)As a research tool, in fundamental structural studies of muscle and meat.

Where international comparison is important it is essential that methodology be standardized. This would include all aspects of the 
testing procedure and it is this aspect to which the reference methods are primarily directed. In contrast where assessments are being 
made of the physical properties of meat as a function of structural (chemical or physical) changes methodology should not be 
constrained by reference methods. Instead researchers are encouraged to develop and use methodologies which enhance differences 
and lead to an understanding of the basic mechanics. It is likely that it will be from this area that new understanding will develop ^  
lead, eventually, to methods which more closely predict consumer assessments of meat characteristics.

General Principles for all Reference Methods

The origin and treatment of the live animal, the slaughter and post-mortem handling should be described as precisely as possible- 
These can include species, breed, sex, age, feeding regime, transport and preslaughter/handling, slaughter conditions, chilling and 
ageing regime. The rate of pH and temperature fall post-mortem and final pH of the muscle studies should be reported. It is not 
always possible to know all the history nor is it always important but if it is known it should be reported.

Reference Methods for the Assessment of Water Holding Capacity in Meat

There is a multitude of methods for measuring WHC of meat and meat products. We have chosen to divide the methods accordingt0 
the type of meat product and the process to which the meat is subjected to: 1. drip loss in raw, whole meat 2. water loss in cooked* 
whole meat. For each category, recommended methods are described together with their limitations (Barton- Gade et al. 1994, 
Honikel 1998).

Reference Methods for the Assessment of Meat Tenderness

Methods for the assessment of meat tenderness are variable in terms of approach and usefulness. Although some attempts at 
standardization have taken place for instrumental (Boccard et al. 1981) and sensory techniques (Anon 1978) they do not appear to 
have been universally accepted. Tenderness measurement is important in both whole tissue and processed meats. However, the 
methodology discussed here has been restricted to whole tissue products, since the nature of processed products and the requ ire^1115 
for objective measurement of their texturel characteristics is diverse.
The three methodologies described ( Tensile Test method, Warner- Bratzler shear test, Penetrometer measurements ) will provide 
information which can be related to consumer sensory assessments ( Honikel 1998). Each method has its advantages and limitad0llS' 
but no single method provides complete information. All of the tests can be carried out in any of a wide variety of noncomplicaIlt ̂
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